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Telephone: (415) 347-9521

March 27, 1980

Mr. Christopher Quinn
Deputy Director
Air Transport Association
of America

9501 West Devon
Rosemont, Illinois 60018

Re: Suggested Values of Future Aviation Activity for
Task Force Study of Lambert-St. Louis International

* Airport

Dear Chris:

This letter is in response to our commitment to suggest
forecast aviation activity levels for the Task Force study.

We have reviewed recent historical activity and compared
these data to the forecasts that were prepared by PM4&Co.
in 1978.

Table 1 shows the annual data, which suggest that Lambert
activity is growing faster than anticipated at the time of
development of the 1978 forecasts. As I have stated
previously, we do not believe that 1978 and 1979 aotivity
should be considered as strong indicators of future
activity, because of the low fare programs that were in
effect and the onset of deregulation. Our best expectation
is that the 1985 forecasts remain valid, within a
reasonable percentage of error. Figure A is a sketch
showing the same data graphically.

,1 Table 2 depicts historical and forecast peak hour data.
.1 The same general observations can be made--the 1979 air

carrier plus air taxi level of 53.9 is lower than our
estimate of 60 for 1985 (6 class B, 44 class C, and

J 10 class D). This implies that the general aviation plus
- ;military activity in the peak hour will fall off rapidly

between 1979 and 1985.



Mr. Christopher Quinn 2
March 27, 1980

In line with the philosophy of the Experimental Design
Sub owmuttee of the Task Force, w would suggest working
variations in baseline, increased heavy, and reduced
general aviation activity according to the values shown
in Table 3, by analyzing 1979 data first and then testing
high levels of activity, such as for the Stage III growth
(2000), to determine the extent of delays .in relation to
demand. Should the Stage III levels indicate very high
levels of delay, we would work with lower levels of
demand, e.g., Stage II, to provide information on aircraft
delays and to answer Task Force questions.

Please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Dan G. Raney
Manager

DG/nw
Enclosures

cc: Mr. Leonard Griggs, St. Louis Airport Authority
Mr. Mel Fischer, FAA Central Region, Kansas City
Mr. C. F. Booth, American Airlines
Mr. Glenn Bales, FAA Tower, St. Louis
Dr. Steve Hookaday, PMM&CO.

bcc: TFD Correspondence File
TFD Project File, MO STL TF
D. van der Burch
G. Baskir
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SUGGESTED FORECAST VALUES
FAA TASK FORCE STUDY

Stage I Stage II Stage III
growth growth growth

(Post 1985) (Post 1990) (2000)

A. Baseline
Annual Operations

Air carrier 220,000 250,000 300,000
Coimmuter 27,000 32,000 34,000
Military 12,000 12,000 12,000r
General Aviation 85,000 80,000 77,000

Total 344,000 374,000 423,000

Peak Hour Operations
(VFR)
A 4 3 3
B 21 21 20
C 47 47 46
D 13 22 27

Total 85 93 96

B. Increased Heavy Jets
Annual Operations
Air Carrier 212,000 215,000 277,000
Cormuter 27,000 32,000 34,000
Military 12,000 12,000 12,000
General Aviation 85,000 80,000 77,000

Total 336,000 339,000 400,000

Peak Hour Operations
(VFR)
A 4 3 3
B 21 21 21
C 33 28 34
D 20 31 33

Total 78 83 91

C. Reduced general aviation
Annual operations

Air Carrier 220,000 250,000 300,000
Commuter 27,000 32,000 34,000
Military 12,000 12,000 12,000
General Aviation 60,000 50,000 50,000

Total 319,000 344,000 396,000

Peak Hour Operations
(VFR)
A 2 2 2
B 16 13 13
C 47 47 47
D 13 22 22

Total 78 84 84



PEAT. M.ARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.
P. o.BOX 8007

SAN FRANCISCO ITZR2qATIONAL AIRPORT

SAN FRANCISCO. C.ALORIA 94J28

Telephone: (415) 347-9521

October 24, 1979

Mr. Michael M. Scott, ATF-4
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591

Re: Lambert-St. Louis International Airport Data Package No. 2

Dear Mike:

Attached is Lambert-St. Louis International Airport Data
Package No. 2. The package contains the results of the
model calibration runs performed to date for Lambert-St. Louis
International Airport and responds to comments made by the
Task Force at the last meeting. The contents of the data
package are:

o Attachment A, discussion materials on the Airfield
Simulation Model, to be used for a Task Force
"mini-course" on the model.

o Attachment B, examples of Model applications and
experiments at other Task Forces.

o Attachment C, the calibration results at Lambert-
St. Louis International Airport.

o Attachment D, a discussion of the potential
experimental design process at Lambert-St. Louis
International Airport.

o Attachment E, responses to questions raised by
Glenn Bales.

o Attachment F, a list of model limitations.
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P. M.M.a CO.

Mr. Michael M. Scott October 24, 1979
Subj: Lambert-St. Louis/Data Package 2

o Attachment G, extracted from the NAFEC Scenario.

This material should be reviewed by the Task Force members
prior to the next meeting on October 31, 1979.

Sincerely,

Stephen L. M. Hockaday
Manager

SLMH/dch
Enclosures
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P M. M.& CO.

Attachment A

Airfield Simulation Model Discussion Materials

Lambert-St. Louis International Airport
Airport Improvement Task Force Delay Studies

I

4J

I Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
San Francisco, California

d October 1979
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MODEL OVER.VEW

The del overview section of this user manual generally
describes simulation mdel logic and sets forth a typical pro-
cedure for applying the simulation model.

Desc.iti=in of Simulation Model Locic

The PMM&Co. airfield simulation model contains a set of
logic statements that describes the significant movements per-
formed by aircraft on the airfield and in the adjacent air-
space. The simulation model operates by tracing the path of
each aircraft through space and time on the airfield and ad-
jacent airspace. The airfield is represented by a series of
links and nodes depicting the paths that an aircraft could
follow. The traces of the paths of all aircraft are made by
continually advancing clock time and recording the new loca-
tion of the ai.rcraft. The records of aircraft movement are
then processed by the model to produce desired outputs in-
cluding delays, travel times, and flow rates.

The PMM&Co. airfield simulation model is a critical
events model that employs Monte Carlo sampling techniques.
Variable time increments are used as the ti.me flow mechanism;
clock time is advanced by the amount necessary to cause the
ne.xt most iinent (i.e., critical) event to take place..
Running tim for the model, therefore, depends on the levels
of aircraft demand (and the size of the airfield) for any
particular application.

The use of Monte Carlo sampling techniques permits the
day-to-day variations encountered in real life to be simu-
lat d by the model. Certain of the m0del parameters are
stochastic (time variant and random) in nat rse. For example,
arrival aircraft approach speeds will vary from day to day
for any given aircraft depending on such factors as payload,
wihd, and pilot technique. Analysis has shown that the dis-
trihution of these variations can be approximated by the
normal distribution. Hence, the model assigns arrival air-
craft approach speeds by sampling values from a normal dis-
tribution with mean and standard deviation specified by the
user. Other stochas"tic model parameters are:

* Arrival/arrival separations

* Departure/arrival separations

0 Arrival/departure separations

* Departu=e/departre separationsI
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0 Arival runway occupancy time

* Touch-and-go runway occupancy time

* Departure runway occupancy time

* Exit taxiway choice

* Gate service time

* Arrival aircraft deviation from schedule

Because of the modular structure of the model, analysis
of the total airfield or its individual components can be
performed by manipulation of the model inputs. This approach
is more flexible and efficient than having separate submodels
for the individual components and a composite model for the
total airfield.

During the various stages of model development, sensi-
tivity analyses were performed to identify those paxameters
that have a significant impact on airfield capacity and .air-
craft delay. One sensitivity test was conducted to deteiine
the impact of arrival runway, occupancy times on runway capac-
ity and aircraft delays. The tests dynamically considered
the arrival aixcraft' s approach speed, touchdown speed, touch-
down distance from threshold, and deceleration characteristics;
runway conditions; and exit taxiway location and geometry.
It was concluded that runway occupancy times calculated-in
this manner produce essentially the same values of runway
capacity and aircraft delays when compared with values cal-
culated using Monte Carlo sampling from empirical disfribu-
tions of runway occupancy times.

Another sensitivity analysis considered aircraft taxzi-*ug velocities. Extensive field data show that taxiing
velocities do not vary significantly by aircraft type. How-
ever, the analysis also shows that taxiing velocities are
sensitive to the location of the taxiways with respect to
the tainal building and runways. Consequently, taxiing
velocities are assigned with respect to taxiway location,
rather than by aircraft type.

In the following paragraphs, further details of simula-
tion model logic are described as follows:

*• Movement of airx-al.t--desc=iption of the
progress of an ai-craft through the air-Kfield system.

I • Runway and airspace olperations-desc.-iption

of ATC algorithins thai separate pairTs of ai.x-
c.-aft an the ruways and in he aispace.

2)!
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j *• Taxiing operations--description of model
logic that processes aircraft on taxiways.

Gate operations--description of model
logic that processes aircraft in the apron-
gate area.

Movement of Ai-craft

Arrival aircraft commence at the appropriate arrival
fixes in accordance with generated demand inputs. Depending
on the arrival demand, aircraft may be vectored or put in
holding patterns before me ging on the coommn approach path
to the runway. 'or each arrival aircraft, approach speeds
are assigned from an empirical distribution according to the
class of the aircraft. For each arrival pair, interarrival
times, final approach speeds, and wake turbulence character-
istics are checked so that sufficient separation exists on
the c€mson approach path. (The leng-h of the comnon approach
path is specified by the user.) As each aircraft arrives
over the threshold, an exit taxiway and associated runway
occupancy time are assigned to the aircraft. These assign-
ments are based on empirical distributions which take into
account such factors as exit location and type, aircraft
class, of the runway, and weather.

The aircraft.'s routing to the gate or basing area is es-
tablished in the following manner. As an air carrier aircraft
exits the r=unway, a check is made on the availability of a
gate of the correct size belonging to the airline under con-
sideration. In the event a gate is not available, the air-
crafzt is routed to a holding area where further checks on gate
availability are made. La the case of general aviation or-
military aircraft, the aircraft's route to the basing area is
assigned on the basis of the exit taxiway used and the loca-
tion of the basing area.

Once an aircraft's route to the gate or basing area has
been established, the aircraft is moved along its route from
link-to link on the airfield network. Checks are made at
each link to determine whether the next link on the route is
available or occupied by another aic.-raft. If the next link
is occupied, the aircraft is not moved u=til the link is
vacated. Thus, the travel time is increased for the particu-
lar a.i=craft, and delay is incurred.

t When the aircraft reaches its gate, a gate occupancy
time is assigned from empiical distributions and is added
to the gate arrival time. This informa=tion, when compared

*with the scheduled deparre time, determines the earliest

it~ ~- - . -1, ... - - . ..- , ---.. .. .
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time when the aircraft could leave the gate. The empirical
distributions for gate oc=upancy time may reflect the typi-
cal bunching of the schedules of air carrier departu.es.
When an aircraft is ready to leave the gate, a check is made
to ens .e that the ramp area is clear for push-back. The
route to the departure runway is determined by the air=aft's
basing area or gate location, the aircraft class, and the
departure runways in use at that pa-rticular time.

In the case of general aviation or military airc.-aft,
when the aircraft reaches the basing area, it is assimed to
be parked and to have left the system. This assumption is
necessary because of the unstruct red nature of general avia-
tion or military operations on the apron. The flow of air-
craft from the basing area is generated frcm the demand in-
puts by producing an expected departure time from the basing
area for each general aviation aircaft. The route to the
depart e runway is established by the location of the bas-
ing area and the departure runways in use.

When an aircraft reaches the threshold of the departure
r-uway, compliance with ATC procedures is checked and con-
firmed before the airc=aft is cleared for takeoff. The fol-
lowing checks are made:

* Has the previous dependent arrival cleared the
runway?

0 Is there sufficient separation from the next
incoming dependent arrival?

* Is there sufficient separation from the pre-
vious dependent departure?

If all of these checks are positive, the aircraft is cleared
for takeoff.

Rn=wav and Airszace 0perations

An ATC algorithm allows the specification of separations
between aircraft on the same runway and on dependent runways.
These separations are defined for an arrival following an ar-
rival, a departure following an ar.ival, a departure follow-
ing a departure, and an ar.ival following a departure. For
arrivals or departures on each runway, the model checks thatsufficient separation exists between the aircraft under con-
sideration and any other aircraft operation on the same run-
way or any dependent runway. In determining the time separa-
tion between a pair of successive arrival aircraft at the run-
way threshold, the =del takes into account:i
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1. The required air traffic. control separation
for the aircraft pair.

2. The final approach velocity of each aircraft.

a. f the trait aircraft is faster than
the lead. air=aft, the required
a-rival separation is assured at the

:cnway threshold.

b. Uf the trail aircraft is slower than
the lead aircraft, the required ar-
rival separations set up at the
beginning of the comon approach
path. The amount of time the trail
airc=aft falls behind is included in
the tie separation over threshold
for the aircraft pair.

3. Runway occupancy. Only one aircraft is per-
mitted, to occupy the runway at any given
time.

The model determines a time separation between a pair of
successive departure aircraft which takes into account the re-
quired air traffic control separation by aircraft pair. The
model will permit a departure to roll on a runway (thus inter-
leaving arrivals and departures) when all of the following
conditions have been fulfilled:

1. The previous arrival aircraft has exited.

2. When the departure begins to roll, the
next arrival is far enough from the
threshold for the departure to clear
the runway before the arrival is over
its threshold.

3. Sufficient separation frm the previous
departure exists.

For pairs of intersecting runways, the user must also
input arrival-departure separations so the model checks that
the arrival aicraft has cleared the intersection befo=e a
departure that is being cleared on the intersecting runway.

Several special ATC features are incorporated into the
simulation model logic. One ATC feature included in the
model increases arrival aircraft spacings on final approach
to allow departure queues to be dissipated. The length of
the departure queue (number of aircraft) at which the in-
tera.ival spacing is increased and the desired interar-ival
spacing (minutes) must be specified.
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Another ATC featre included in the madel searches de-
partu.re runways for congestion before assigning a departure
runway to an aircraft. leaving its gate. A runway is selected
that minimizes delay. If runway congestion is too heavy,
the aircraft is held on the gate until the congestion reduces.

Taxiing Operations. The mormal operation of the model
moves air craft ==o liiiik to link on a predetermined path
which is defined in erms of a series of links. The model
performs a check to ensure that the next link on the path
is not occupied by another aircraft before moving on to the
lInk. It is assumed in the logic that the taxiway is used
by aicraft moving in the same direction at all times, unless
the user specifies to the contrary.

Taxiways on which aircraft may tmi in both directions
are defined as two-way taxiways. These taxiways, which are
defined by the user, may occur at several places on the air-
field and are often found between pier fingers at a terminal
building. The model checks aircraft movements to determine
if the aircraft is about to enter a two-way path. In the
event that an aircraft is about to enter a two-way path, the
model then checks along the path to determine if there are
other aircraft on the path -that may be moving toward a poten-
tial conflict. If a potential conflict exists, the aircraft
for which the check is being made is delayed until the con-
flict condition no longer exists.

If an aircraft is about to taxi across an active runway,
the model performs certain checks in accordance with ATC pro-
cedures to determine if it is safe for the aircraft to cross.
Priority is always given to aircraft operating on the runway.

Gat&e Oerations. Once a gate is assigned to an a.iving
a..r carrLer aixcrazt, the model moves the aircraft from link
to link on the network to the gate, observing a first-come-
first-served rule in the event of conflicts (except for taxi-
ways crossing active runways). For those airfields having
terminal buildings with pier fingers, a "two-way path" will
often serve the gates between any two pier fingers. Thus,
prior to entering the two-way path, the model will check for
air-craft moving either toward or away from a particular gate
on the path. In the event an air!,aFet is moving on the path
toward a gate (i.e., away from the arrival aircraft for which
the check is being performed), the model permits the ar-rival
ai.cr-aft to taxi on the path toward its gate in "platoon
fashion" similar to real-life operations. Zf an aircraft is
taxiing from the gate or is in the process of pushing back,
the ar-ival aircraft is held until the departing ai.craft is
clea= of the two-way path.I

* ' -.
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When the model detects that an aircraft is ready to push
back from the gate, a check is performed to see if the air-

* craft will push back onto a two-way path. It it will push
back onto a two-way path, the model then checks for aircraft
on the two-way path and permits "platooning" in a similar

* fashion as described for arrivals. If there is an aircraft
tax'ig toward the area which the departing ai.rraft will
occupy during push-back, the aircraft is delayed on the gate

*. until the arrival aircraft has cleared the area in question.

Procedure for Application of Model

The following is a typical procedure for applying the
simulation model to evaluate aspects of airfield operations:

0 Establish the cond.itions under which the ap-
plication will be performed.

* Visit site to obtain first-hand familiariza-
tion with airfield operations.

0 Assemble input data from (a) discussions
with ATC, airport sponsor, and airline per-
sonnel; (b) historical data; and (c) field
data collection as necessary. The pre-
processors models should be used to prepare
demand and routing data in machine compat-
ible format.

0 Coordinate input data with ATC, airport
sponsor, and airline personnel.

* Load input data and use output options that
permit input data to be reviewed before
execution. Correct, as necessary.

0 Perform trial model run using one random
number seed, with all diagnostic print
options functioning, to check that the

*I, model is operating .correctly for the input
data that is being used. Correct as
necessary.

4
0 After confidence in model inputs has been

established, suppress diagnostic print
options before making the model runs for
evaluation of airfield improvements.

Deteazmnne level of output detail required
for evaluation and specify appropriate
print options.

"" I |+ + i. . '+ . ,i,+. . .r AL-+. ., + + ... . + ,_+ + . .+ _ . , ,



* Pezfo= =del rtim.

0 Use pcstprocessor models as required to de--
velop detailed statistical information an
aircaft delays.

4
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Introduction

The airfield simulation model was developed to be applica-
ble to the range of airfield configurations currently in exist-
ence and to those configurations that are likely to evolve in
the future. Consequently, the model does not contain any

a rt-specific or ai==caft-class-specific data; all data are
input.

Thus, the model may be applied to airfields ranging from
a nontower general aviation field to an airfield with the cor-
plexity of Chicago O'Hare Int.rmational Airport. It should
be noted, however, that simIlation model application is rela-
tively expensive because of the model's complexity and the
vollme of input data required to run it. Therefore, the model
is most often applied at airports with more complex airfield
layouts that experience significant aircraft delays.

By manipulating the input data, it is possible to simu-
late the occu=rence of unusual events. For example, the im-
pact of a disabled aircraft on the rnway can be simulated
by specifying that the runway use be changed in the middle of
the model run. Further examples include the simulation of
the impact of a change in weather conditions or the effect of
a sto=m passing through the area. These impacts may be simu-
lated by changing aircraft separation runway uses, and air-
craft operating chaacteistics in the middle of the simulation
model run.

Descriztion of nruts

The input data reauired for the operation of the model
are identified below. Guidance on preparing input data is
given later in this section and in the detailed example which
illustrates the development of input data for a typical air-
port.

Locistics

Title: a brief description of the model appli-
cation.

i }• Random number seeds: each random number seed
represents a daily set of variations of events.

* J (The number of random number seeds is selected
*to achieve stochastic convergence of results.)

%

~I..
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* Start and finish times: the times when the
run is to start and finish.

0 Print options: several options are available
concerning level of detail of output, debugging
statements, eat - .

* Airline names: the two letter codes for each
airline included in the demand data (include
duiny code for general aviation or mi3Iitaxy
ai-craft).

0 Processing options: several options are avail-
able concerning the way input data are processed.
e.g., prinmt input data only.

0 Truncation limits: applies to the limits of
the nor=wl distribution used in the Monte
Carlo sampling technique. Defined in terms
of a number of standard deviations.

Airfield Physical Characteristics

* Airfield network: a description of the air-
field in texs of a network of links and
nodes.

* Runway identification: the number of runways-
and tJhei.r identifiers.

* Departure runway end links: the taxiway link (s)
that can be occupied by aircraft prior to cross-
ing an active runway.

. Runway crossing links: the taxiway link(s) that-
can be occupied by aircraft prior to crossing an
active runway, together with clearance times to
the crossing taxiway for arriving and departing
aircraft.

0 Exit taxiway location: the distance from the
threshold of each exit taxiway, by runway.

0 Holding areas: those sections of taxiways or
apron that are used for storing arrival air-
craft that are awaiting a gate.

• • Airline gates: the gates belonging to each
I airline.

* Fixes: approach and departure fix identifica-
tion.

lL
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ATC Procedures

0 Aircraft separations: mean and standard devia-
tion of minimum separations for each aircraft
pair class for arrival-arrival, depat--ure-axrval, depazt.e-deparue, and arrival-
departure sequences (for each runway and for
pairs of dependent runways).

0 ts data: link sequence for all exit taxiway/
gate and gate/depaxr e runway combinations.
Also link sequence for exit taxiway/holding area
and holding area/gate combinations.

* Two-way path data: link sequence for those
sections of taxiway used by aircraft that may
be traveling in either direction.

• Cmmon approach path (s): Length of the com-
mon approach to each runway by aircraft
class.

* Vectoring delays: level of airborne delay
(by fix) to arrival aircraft at which holding
delays start to occur.

0 Departure runway queue control: queue lengths
(by runway) above which aircraft will be di-
verted to a different departure runway.

0 Gate hold control: queue lengths (by runway)
above which gate holds will be instigated.

* Departure airspace constraints: mean and
standard deviation of affect of departure air-
space const.-aints on delays, and percentage
of departures affected.

0 Znterarival gap control: departure queue
lengths above which interarrival spacings
will be increased to release departures.

Aircraft Onerational Characteristics

* Exit taxiway utilization: distribution of
exit taxiway usage by aixrcaft class.

* Ar- ival runway occupancy times: distance
from the threshold versus time data for
arrival airc.aft by aircraft class.

4 -3 =7i
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* Touch-and-go runway occupancy times: mean
and standard deviation by aircraft class.

0 Departure runway occupancy times: mean and
standa d deviation by aircraft class.

* Taxi speeds: aircraft taxiing speeds for
each of six taxiway link-types.

* Approach speeds: mean and standard devia-
tion by aircraft class.

* Gate service times: mean and standard
deviation by aircraft class.

* Airspace travel times: undelayed L--avel times
frm approach fix to threshold and from
threshold to departure fix by aircraft class.

* Lateness distribution: distribution of devia-
tions from scheduled arrival times to be used
in conjunction with an airline schedule (if
applicable).

* Demand: detailed list of aircraft, including
scheduled arrival and departure times, air-
craft class, desired arrival and departure run-
way and fixes, flight type, preferred gate -.
assignment fo= air carrier aircraft, and basing
area for general aviation.

Four classes of aircraft are used as model inputs. In
general, any definition of aircraft classes is possible sub-
j ect to the constraint that:

class 1 aircraft are larger than class 2,
class 2 aircraft are larger than class 3, and
class 3 aircraft are larger than class 4.

* This condition is necessary for the gate logic where it
is assumed that an aircraft can use a gate for its class mum-

* ber or of a lower class number.

Five flight types are recognized by the model. They are:

ZI A
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Flighlt Type
Number Descrintion

1 Originating

2 Terminating

3 Through

4 Tunaround

5 Touch-and-go

Guidance on Innut Data Preoaration

At the beginning of each run, the model assumes that
there are no aircraft on .the airtield. Aircraft are generated
at various locations on the airfield and in the adjacent air-
space according to the demand schedule. To obtain relevant
data for the time period being simulated, it is recommended
that preloading be used. Preloading may be accomplished in
one of two ways:

1. Start the simulation r approximately one
hour ahead of the period of interest, using
appropriate demand levels for that hour, or

2. Include in the demand schedule the aircraft,
that may be parked at the various airline
gates at the beginning of the period of
interest.

The first alternative is normally preferred if the period
of interest being simulated is relatively short, i.e., one or
two hours. 1f the period being simulated is greater than two
hours then the second alternative may be used.

Random Number Seeds

Tests on the convergence of the model's stochastic para-
._4 meters have indicated that it is normally desirable to use at

least ten random number seeds when making a model run. Ten
random number seeds, in effect, simulate the day-to-day varia-

" tions of aircraft operations on ten days, for the period of
the day under consideration.

i.
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Airfield Geometry

The geometry of the airfield is entered as a network of
inks and nodes. An example of a network is illustrated in

Figure A-I. The airfield is divided into a series of num-
bered links with link lengths being no shorter than the
length of the largest aircraft that frequently uses the
airport. The link lengths should be selected such that the
predminant classes of aircraft at the airport can occupy the
link with approximately an aircraft length between one air-
craflt and an aixcaft on an adjacent link. Link lengths
typically vary from 200 to 400 feet at air carrier airports.

The following notes are of value in developing an air-
field network:

1. Runways are t-eated as a single link (i.e.,
they may only be occupied by one aircraft
at any one time).

2. Normally, a runway should only have one de-
parture end link.

K 3. Exit taxiways shoula not be defined as a de-
parture end link.

4. Even if identifiable holding areas (or penalty
boxes) do not physically exist on the airport,
some provision should be made for holding areas
on the airfield in the network. This would
account for the ability'to hold aircraft on
taxiways. Zf no holding areas axe specified
and all gates are occupied, the model will pre-
maturely terminate execution.

5. For those taxiway intersections where the
paths of a4xinq aircraft cross, it is neces-
sary to define a link that represents the
intersection. See detailed example for fur-
ther information.

Airline Gates

When identifying the gates belonging to a particular
airline, the gates should typically be listed in ascending
order by aircraft size (i.e., list gates for aircraft
class 4 first). This prevents smaller aircraft f--m being
reassigned to a class 1 gate in the event the smaller azL-
c--ft's preferred gate is occupied. However, if a class I
gate is the only gate available, it will be assigned to the
smaller- aircraft.

.5N.
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Route Data

Routing data requirements for the ai-field simulation
model consist of defining the typical paths aircraft use
between the runways and the apron areas. More specifically,

routes have to be defined for each exit taxiway/gate (or
basing area) cobination and for each gate (or basing area)/
depar't,=e runway combination. Mn addition, if holding areas
or penalty boxes are f=equently used, routes have to be de-
fined tm and frvm these locations. A routing data preproces-
sor model has been developed which minimizes the effort in-
volved in identifying the large number of routes that are
typically used at a large air carrier airport. Input to the
preprocessor model defines typical routes in a simila
fashion to that required for the airfield simuation model.
However, the logic of the preprocessor model is such that
once a particular sequence of links has been defined on a
route, it is only necessary to specify the start and end
link of that sequence should they occur in subsequent routes.
This considerably reduces the amount of work required to iden-
tify the routes and prepare the input data for the airfield
simulation model. The output from the preprocessor mdel is
formatted such that it is directly usable as input to the
airfield simulation model.

.wo-Way Path Data

For those sections of taxiways that are identified' as
two-way paths, it is necessary to enter two-way path data
for both directions. This does not apply to two-way paths
between pier fingers which typically can only be accessed
from one end or from the gates along the two-way path.

Demand

The del requires the following input data concerning
aircraft demand on the airfield system.

a. Aircraft identifier (e.g., flight number for
air caroier aircraft)

b. Ai--af t class

C. Flight type

d. A rival time
"! j e. Departure time

Or1
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f. Arrival fix and =ray

g . Departe fix and r=way

h. Prefexrred gate assignment (for ai carrier
aiaft or basing area (for general avia-
t,'= and m4.I Itary a.rc-a-t).

At air carr -ier airports, one of the best sou.-ces of do-
dinfoat:.= is the Oficial Ai.line Guide (OAG), which

is available in hard-copy and magnetic tape format. The OAG
data contin data items a, b, , d, and e listed above.
PMQ&Co. has developed a demand schedule preprocessor model
which extracts these itam from the OAG data and combines
then with data on items a and f listed above (which may be
obained fr-m - the ARTS Data Model) and gate assignment data
to provide demand data fo= scheduled air carriar and air

*t-axi operations. DammAd -data for genera I aviLation, mil4taxy,P
and other nanscheduled aircraft are combined with these data

* to provi de inputs to the aliild simulation =odel.

Zn the event the preprocessor and the ARTS Data Model
axe not used to assist in the preparation of the demand
data, the data may be developed manually.

* .- v Sizes

Because of core requirements, it was necessary to specify
the sizes of various arrays in the development of the mdel pro-
g=am. The maxi:um nmber of parameter values fto each of the
=del inputs is specified below (where appropriate):

.Artdo nuber seeds: the imaxi.= nmbe~r of
2and= number seeds is 10

Start and finish tiesa: zaaximz Length% ofrun is 16 hour s

* Airline names: the maxium number of airlines is 20

0 Aix.field network: max-m=m n==ber of Links is
600 (i.e., largest Link numer is 600)

a Runway identificat-ion: maxzim n==er of
active rnwys is 5

- *
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* Departure runway end links: one link per de-
parture runway

* Runway c-ossing links: maximum number of
crossing points is 10

* Exit taxiway location: maximum number of
exit taxiways is 40

* Holding areas: maximum number of holding
areas is 10

* Airline gates: maximum number of gates is
20 per airline

* Fixes: maximum number of approach and de-
parture fixes is 10 (total)

a Aircraft separations: separations are defined
by aircraft class pair; maximum number of air-
craft class pairs is 16

*. Route data: maximum number of routes is
1,400; maximum number of links an each path
is 60

0 Two-way path data: maximum number of two-way
paths is 20; maximum number of links on each
path is 25

Short Form

Once a baseline set of input data has been developed and
checked out for a particular airfield, model runs to demon-
strate the sensitivity of aircraft delays to small or large
changes in certain input parameters can easily be carried out.
For example, a small change in delay (e.g., on the order of 5%)
may result from a change in gate push-back times due to revised

. airline procedures. However, the addition of a runway may re-
sult in large changes in delay (e.g., on the order of 30%
to 50%).

J A short form of the model can be applied for those applica-
tions that only require analysis of a component of the air-
field. For example, the model may be applied to evaluate the

' I impact of increased demand on runway and terminal airspace
delays.

.f
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To evaluate this impact, it is only necessary to develop
a set of runway and airspace delay values corresponding to
various demand levels. Delays for taxiways and gates are not
required. Therefore, the short form of the simulation model
can be used that does not model operations on the taxiways and
gates.

The short fo= of the simulation model is arranged to
model runway and airspace operations in a very simple and ef-
ficient manner. A dummy gate is located at each exit from the
rmnays, and a single dummy gate is connected to the departure
runways. The complex handling of taxiing and gate operations
is completely eliminated in this manner, and the short form
focuses on the r=unway and airspace components in a simple, yet
realistic, manner.

The efficient use of the short form of the model can yield
substantial cost savings because many time-consuming simulation
movements are eliminated and both core storage and computer run-
ning time are reduced. The short form is easy to apply because
it uses a sub-set of the inputs required for the long fo=m of
the model.

Similar efficiencies are also attained via use of the pre-
processor models to develop demand data and via the use of the
postprocessor models to reduce detailed output to a form suitable
for review by management and nontechnical personnel.

Data Forms

Several data forms have been developed to assist the user
in assembling model input data. Samples of these forms are given
in a later section of this manual.

M - 7
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OUTPUT DEFINITON

The primary outputs from the delay model are aircraft de-
lays, travel times, and flow rates. In addition, the locations
of aircraft delays are shown and departure runway queuing sta-
tistics a=e pxoduced. The model outputs may be obtained in two
levels of detail.

Su=ary Output

The summary output, which is automatically produced by the
program together with a listing of the output data, contains the
£ollowing information for each hour of the model rn.

* Flow rates on runways, taxiways, and gates by
aizcaft class for arrival and departure air-
craft.

* Delays (in minutes) for arrival and departure
aircraft. For arrival aircraft, air delays
are broken down into holding and vectoring
delays by approach fix and by runway, while
ground delays are identified as taxi-in, run-
way czossing, and gate delays. For departure
aircraft, ground delays are broken down into
gate, taxi-out, runway crossing, and =unway
delays; departure gate delays (gate holds)
and runway delays are broken down by cause
(i.e., runway congestion and airspace con-
gestion).

* Travel times (in minutes) for arrival and de-
parture aircraft are given by fix, runway, and
aircraft class.

0 Zn addition to the summary Lformation noted
above, delays are provided for individual
arrival and departure aircraft and for the
location of those delays (i.e., by link number).
It is not meaningful to provide these data as
average values over a number of random number
seeds. Therefore, individual aircraft delays

* Iand link delays are provided for the last ran-
dom number seed specified in the input data.

Figu=e A-2 shows a typical summary output for a one-hour
period.
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Detailed Output

The detailed output is a time-ordered record of the movements
af individual aircraft as they move from link to lin in the
network. The information contained in the detailed output for
each individual aircraft movement includes the following:

0 A.ircra.ft identification number

9 Ai-craft state

* Aircraft class

* Gate assignment (where applicable)

* Time over th reshold (for arrival)

• Gate service time (where applicable)

* Gate departure time

* Simulation clock time

* Location of aircraft

All times are given in haurs, minutes, and seconds except far
times included in error messages and diagnostics which are
given in minutes.

In addition to this detailed information, the number of
aircraft in the queue for a departure runway is printed out
each Ime an aircraft joins the queue and each time an air-
craft is given clearance for takeoff. The information con-
tained in this detailed output permits the user to follow the
movement of individual aircraft and identify the cause(s) of
the delay that an ai-craft may experience.

As the- model processes air=aft through the system, it
assigns a *state" to the aircraft depending on its location
and the type of process being performed. These states are
as follows:

€7
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Aircraft
State Description

0 Has not arrived

1 Being vectored or in holding pattern

2 Has landed and is taxiing to gate or
holding area

3 Parked at gate

4 Taxiing to departure runway

5 Has left system, e.g., taken off

6 Pushing back fom gate

7 Zn holding area

a Leaving holding area after securing
gate

Because this detailed output is voluminous, it is only
normally requested for a single random number seed. However,
a processing option is available which produces a tape of
all of these data (for several random number seeds if re-
quired). The tape can then be used with postprocessors to
produce a detailed statistical analysis of the data, with
delays classified by airline, aircraft type, and location.
In addition, distributions of delays and queuing information
may be obtained for varying time periods (e.g., 15 minutes,
I hour).

Figure A-3 shows a typical detailed output obtained
directly from the simulation model. In thi figure, for
example, the progress of ai"craft number 14 may be tracked;
the xirra-ft leaves link 73 at 16.10.0, travels over links
74, 75, 76 and departs Runway 4 at 16.10.42. A diagnostic
is printed when aircraft number 4 reaches the takeoff queue
(in this case the queue length is one) showing that a check
is made to see if the queue lenqgt is long enough to require
a-rival aircraft spacing to be increased. A further example
shows aircraft number 26, which is a general aviation depar-
ture from the basing area Clink 47), at time 16.10.0. Air-
craft number 26 is seen to move from the basing area, on links
193 and 192 to link 191 (a runway crossing link), where i.t is
delayed 0.38 minutes.
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PtMacO. A.triZiZL SzLAzON mODEL

Moveent of Aircaft Subroutine

Arrivalaircraft comence at the appropriate arrivalIAxes iz acco--dance with generateds demnd iputs. Depending A-: ME
on te arrival demIad, ai-a, tmay be vectored or put in
holding patterns before merging an the coon approach path
to the runway. ?or each arrival aircralt, approach speeds are
asigned from an empirica.l distribution according to the class
of the aircraft. For each arrival pair, intararrival times, ATC
final approach speeds, and wake turbulence chaacteristics are
checked so that sulficient separation exists on the common
approach path. (The length of the common approach path is
specified by the user.)

An AC agrithm allows the specification of separations
between aircraft on the same runway and on dependent runways.
.hese separations are d efined for an arrival following an ar- ATC
rival, a deparzure following an arrival, a departure follow-
ing a departure, and an arrival following a departure. ?or
ar-ivals, the model checks that sufficient separation exists
between the aircraft under consideration and any other a=-
craft operation on the same runway or any dependent runway.
In determining the time separation between a pair of succes-
sive arrival aircraft at the runway thresh Id, the model takes
into account:

1. The required air traffic control separation
for the aircraft pair.

2. The final approach velocity of each aircraft.

a. If the trail aircraft is faster than
the lead aircraft, the required AT-
arival separation is assured at the
runway threshold.

b. U the trail aircraft is slower than
the lead aircraft, the required ar-
rival separsatins are set up at the be-
ginning of the common approach path.
The amount of time the trail aircraft
falls behind is included in the time
separation over threshold for the air-
craft pair.

3. Runway occupancy. Only one aircraft is per-
mitted to occupy the runway at any given time.

As each aircraft arrives over the threshold, an exit
taxiway and associated runway occupancy time are assigned to AR
the aircraft. These assignments are based on empirical dis-
tributions Which take into account such factors as exit lo-
cation and type, aircraft class, runway, and weather.

.40



T Ihe rcrAft' routing to the gate or basing area is as-
tabliahed in the following mannez. As an air ca-riar aircraft GATE
exits the runway, a check is made on the availability of a ROUTE
gate of the correct size belonging to the airline under con-
sideration. Zn the event a gate is not available, the air-
craft is routed to a holding area where further checks on gate
availability axe made. In the case of general aviation or
military &==aft, the aircraft's route to the basing area is
assigned on the basis of the exit taxiway used and the locn-
tica of the basing area.

Cnce an aircraft I S route to the gate or basing area has
been established, the aircraft is moved along its route from
li-oLik, on the airfield net-drk. Checks are made at MOVEeach link to date.ine whether the next link on the route is
available or occupied by another aircraft. 11f the next link
is occupied, the aircraft is not moved until the link is
vacated. Thus, the travel tine is increased. for the partic-
l.ar aircoraft, and delay is incurred.

The normal operation of the model Moves aircraft from
* link to Link on a predetarmineod path which is defined in

tarms of a seri.es of links. The model performs a check to MOVE
ensure that the next Link on the path is not occupied by
another aircraft before moving aon to the link. t is assumed
in the logic that the taxiway is used by aircraft moving in
the same direction at all tines, unless the user specifies
to the contrary.

Taxiways on which airc:raft may taxi in both directions
are defined as two-way taxiways. These taxiways, which axe
defined by the user, may occur at several places on the sai-field and are often foud between pier 'fingers at a termnal C
buld~ing. The model checks aircraft movements to determine
1-4 the aircraft is about to enter a two-way path. Zn the
event that an aircraft is about to enter a two-way path, the
model the checks along the path to dete-mine if there ae
other aircraft on the path that may be moving toward a poten-
tial conflict. Z.0 a potential confiJct exists, the aircraft
for which the check is being made is delayed until the con-
flict condition no longer exists.

If an aircraft is about to taxi across an active runway, RUNCRS
the modal pe rorms certbin chcks in accordance with ATC pro-
cedures to determine if it is safe for the aircraft to as&.
Priority is always given to aircraft operating on the runway.

Once a gate is assigned to an ar.ivtq air carrier air-
craft, the model moves the aircraft from link to link on the MOVE
network to the gate, observi.ng a first-come-first-sezved
rule in the *vent of conflicts (except !cor taxiways crossing
active runways). ?or those airflields having ter~minal build-
inge with pier fingers, a *two-way path, will often serve
the gates between any two pier fingers. Thus, prior to

4. entering the two-way path, the model will check for aircraft PAVCHKmoving either toward or away Fr- a particular gate on the
path. Zn the event an aircraft is moving on the path toward
a gate (i.e *, away !ram the arrival air-craft for which the
check is being perflormed.1, the model permits the arrival

I
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a.,."a.f t to t = an te path toward its gate in "platoon
fasbion* similar to real-li-Ie operations. Z- an aircralft istaxiing from the gate or is in the process of pushing back,
Clear of the two-way Path.

Whe the aircraft reaches its gate, a gate occupancy
time is assigned f- empirical distributions and is added MOVE
to the gate arrival time. This information, when compared
with the scheduled departure time, deteaines the earliest
t4,e When the aircraft could leave the gate.

When the model detects that an aircraft is ready to push
back from the gate, a check is performed to see if the air-
craft will push back onto a tw-way path. If it will push PUSEW
back onto a two-way path, the model the" checks for ai.rcraft H
on the two-way path and permits *pZlatconingo in a similar
fashion as described for ar='ivals. Zf there is an aircraft
tanzi4n toward the area which the departing aixrcraft will
occupy during push-back, the aircraft is delayed on the gate
until the arrival aircraft has cleared the area in question.

The route to the departure runway is determined by the
air=a 's basing area. or gate location, the aircraft class, ROUT
and the departure runways ir. use at that partcular time.

Zu the case of general aviation or military aircraft,
when the aircraft reaches the basing area, it is assumed to
be parked and to have left the system. This assumption is
necessary because of the unstzuctured nature of general avia- MOVE
tin or militaxy operations on the apron. The flow of air-
craft fm the basing area is generated from the demand in-
puts by producing an expected departure time from the basing
area. for each general aviation aircraft. The route to the
depart=r runway is established by the location of the bas-
inq area and the departure runways in use.

When an aircraft reacha the threshold of the departure TAKOIF
runway, compliance with ATC procedures is ch ked and con-
f±.med before the aircraft is cleared for takeoff

The model detemines a time separation between a paLi
of su-ccessive departure aircraft which takes into account
the required air traffic control separation by aircraft pair. ATC
The model will permit a departure to rol on a runway (thus
interleaving arrivals and departures) when all of the fol-lilng conditions have been flulilled:

1. The pevious arrival aircraft ha. exitad.

2. When the departure begins to =l, thenext arrival is far enough from the
threshold for the depart=* to clear
the runway before the arrival is over
its threshold.

3. Sufficient separation from the p-v ous
departure exists.

I
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Por pairs of intersecting runvays, the user Aust also ATC
input arrivl,-departure separations so tbe modal checks thatA
the ari-- &l aircraft has cleared the intersection before a
depa.rtue is cleared on the intersecting runway.

Several special ATC features are incorporated into the
solati=on model logic. na ATC :&ature included in the
model increases arrival aircraft spacings on final approach MOVE
to allow departure queues to be dissipated. The lenth of
the departure queue (n=:er of aircraft) at which the in-
tera-=rva.l spacing is inceased and the desired intarar val

spcig mutesl z ust be specilied.

Once all ATC standards have been met, the aircraft do- TAXOFF
parts and is cleared from the systm.

II
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Telephone: (415) 347-9521

April 18, 1979

Mr. Michael M. Scott, ATP-4
Federal Aviation Adm4istration
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591

Re: San Francisco Data Package No. 5

Dear Mike:

Enclosed is Data Package No. 5 for San Francisco International
Airport. The package contains improvement benefit descrip-
tions (Attachment A) and results of the Stage 2 annual delay
experiments (Attachment B).

These data should be reviewed by the San Francisco Task Force
during the April 18, 1979, Task Force meeting.

Sincerely,

Stephen L. M. Hockaday
Manager

51MR/nb.
Enclosure

cc: Mr. J. R. Dupree (ALG-312) (w/o enclosure)
Mr. Royal Mink (AWE-4) (hand deliver)
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ZMPROVEMENT BENEFIT DESCRIPTIONS

SAN FRANCZSCO INTERATIONAL AIRPORT

Airport Improvement Task Force Delay Studies

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
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Saseline Delays

Several delay experiments were designed to establish baseline
delays for the years 1977 and 1982. To estimate baseline
aircraft delays in the future, it was necessary to establish
the most likely level of demand and the most likely future
ATC scenario. Demand was forecasted to increase by 12% from
1977 to 1982. The future ATC scenarios define reduced
longitudinal separations between aircraft associated with
implementation of E&D products. The following delays were
obtained for VFR weather.

VFR Peak-Hura  Average Daily
Runway Delays Runway Delays

A-C (minutes) (Minutes)
Ec~eriment # Demand Scenario AzrIval R2artr Arrival Departure

Baseline (1) 1977 1977 0.9 2.7 0.5 1.6
Baseline (19) 1982 1982 1.6 5.4 0.7 2.5

Baseline (6) 1977 1977 2.5 5.9 0.9 2.9
Baseline (22) 1982 1982 1.9 5.4 0.8 2.6

a. Peak-hour for arrivals and departures are not necessarily the
same hour.

b. Averaged over 15 hours from 0600-2100.

Runway delays in the first configuration increase by over
60% for arrivals and 100% for departures in the peak hour.
The second configuration benefits from improvements in place
in 1982 (primarily, 1OL/lOR simultaneous departures and the
extension of IR/19L).

For similar runway uses--= R weather, much higher delays
were obtained:

E'R Peak-Hour Average Daily
Runway Delays Runway Delays

ATC (minutes) (minutes)
- -t0 Demand Scenario Arrival Departure Arrival Departu~re

Baseline (3) 1977 1977 60+ 10.7 53.5 3.2
Baseline (20) 1982 1982 60+ 27.6 60+ 15.9

Baseline (5) 1977 1977 604 4.4 55.3 1.3
Baseline (21) 1982 1982 604 14.6 604 3.5
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Delay Reduction With ATC Equipment and Procedural Changes

Of the ATC equipment and procedural changes examined, the
most significant delay reductions were associated with those
which provided for simultaneous 10L/10R departures in VFR
weather conditions (along with the extension of Taxiway K
to improve access to 10L). In addition, the installation
of VASI on 19R with the extension of IL/19R was considered
in the delay analysis.

10L/10R Departures, Extend Taxiway K. Current ATC
procedures normally allow for only a s.ngle departure stream
from Runways 10L and 1OR even in VFR weather. Access to 10L
is also restricted by departures from 10R.

The improvement option defined by the Task Force assumes
that aircraft can depart from 1OL and lOR simultaneously
(providing neither is a heavy aircraft). Improved taxiway
access is also assumed.

Two experiments demonstrate the delay savings associated with
the improvement options:

VYR Peak-Hou= Average Daily
Rumway Delays Runway Delays

ATC (minutes) (minutes)
Experiment # Demand Scenario Arrival Depae Azrival Depar'ure

Baseline (6) 1977 1977 2.5 5.9 0.9 2.9
(12) 1977 1977 2.6 2.5 0.9 1.6

The ability to allow simultaneous departures on 10L/10R
can substantially reduce departure runway delays-from almost
6 minutes to 2-1/2 minutes in the peak hour. Arrival runway
delays are not significantly affected.

VASI on 19R, extend IL/19R. Currently runway IL/19R
is only 7,000 feet long, and there is no glide slope informa-
tion available for 19R. Consequently, use of 19R by arrivals
is restrictead.

One potential improvement assessed by the Task Force calls
for extending IL/19R to at least 8,500 feet, and installing
a 3-bar VASI system on 19R. This would permit more arrivals
to use 19R, allow for a more balanced use of Runways 19L and
19R, and improve controller flexibility.

4SL-
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Two experiments demonstrate delay savings in VFR weather
conditions:

VFR Peak-Hour Average Daily
Rnway Delays Ronway Delays

ATC (minutes) (minutes)
Experiment # Demand Scenario Arr ival Departure Arrival Decaxture

Baseline (6) 1977 1977 2.5 5.9 0.9 2.9
Improvement
(11) 1977 1977 1.2 6.3 0.6 3.1

This improvement reduces arrival runway delays in the peak
demand hour by 50%. Departure delays increase slightly due
to smaller gaps between arrivals.

Delay Reduction With Physical Improvements

Physical Improvements considered by the Task Force .included
the extension of Taxiways L and V, and using Taxiways L and
C as utility runways.

Extention of Taxiways L azfd V. Currently, when operating
arrivals and departures on runways 19L/19R, departure access
to 19L raises considerable problems. Two or more queued
departures on 19R prohibit taxiing aircraft access to 19L.
Also, departures waiting to begin roll on 19L interfere with
the approach glide slope contol for arrivals, and occupy an
active runway twice.

An improvement assessed by the Task Force involved the exten-
sion of taxiways L and V to the departure end of 19L. Such
an extension permits better access for departures. It also
permits smaller spacings between departures and arrivals
since departures do not interfere with the arrival glide
slope.

Two experiments assessed the benefits in 77R2 weather
conditions:

Peak-Hour Average Daily
Runway Delays Runway Delays

ATC (minutes) (minutes)
Experiment 4 Demand Scenario Arrival Departure Arrival Devarture

Baseline (9) 1977 1977 36.8 60+ 2.4 48.0
Improvement
(10) 1977 1977 36.4 38.5 12.7 20.4
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The improvement dramatically reduces departure delays from
over 60 minutes in the peak hour to under 40 minutes.
Arrival delays are not significantly affected.

tility Runways on Taxiways L and C

From a stzictly operational point of view, under certain
conditions, taxiways could be used as utility runways. Task
Force experiments evaluated two such conditions.

Runway IR is occasionally closed for repair. When it is,
taxiway L could be used as a utility runway for light
aircraft (ignoring environmental factors). Two experiments
measured this benefit.

When operating straight 28 operations only one arrival stream
might be permitted. Using taxiway C as a utility runway
would allow light aircraft to be diverted from the runways
to the taxiway. Two additional experiments evaluated this:

VFR Peak-Hour Average Daily
RTnway Delays Pb.way Delays

(minutes) (Minutes)
_ria eatr Arrival De Le

Taxiway L
Baseline (14) 1.0 4.2 0.7 2.4
Improvement (13) 0.7 3.6 0.3 1.7

Taxdway C
Baseline (15) 16.9 3.8 7.7 3.1
Improvement (.8) 5.0 3.9 1.8 2.1

The use of taxiway L reduces arrival and departure runway
delays. The use of Taxiway C as a utility runway under the
conditions defined substantially reduced arrival delays.
This is due primarily to the increase in arrival streams
from one to two.

Delay Reductions due to Demand Management
qI

The Task Force considered the delay impacts of demand
management.

.1
I

IG



Two experiments demonstrated the impacts on dela7 of diverting
all general aviation demand (11% of the total demand) in
ZYR weather conditions:

IFR Peak-Ebur Average Daily
Rumway Delays ntmway Delays

ATC (minutes)- (minutes)
Exceziment * Demand Scenario Arrival Deartir= ArrivalDeatr

Baseline (20) 1982 1982 60+ 60+ 60. 31.3
Improvient
(20A) 1982 1982 51.7 34.1 24.4 19.3

Substantial decreases in delays would occur with all general
aviation (excluding air taxi's) diverted to other airports.
fR peak-hour delays drop from over 60 minutes for all opera-
tions to 51.7 minutes for arrivals and 34.1 minutes for
departures.

I
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Annual Delays

Average annual delays to aircraft were computed by PMM&Co.
using the FAA annual delay model. The delays were computed
for 1977, 1982, and 1987 using different near-term improve-
ment packages, different future ATC scenarios, and different
operating assumptions.

The total annual demand was forecasted to increase from
349,011 operations in 1977, to 390,800 in 1982, and 421,200
in 1987. The mix changed as follows:

Percent
Year A B C D

1977 6% 16% 60% 18%
1982 6 18 57 19
1987 S 17 53 25

The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 1.
Average annual delays are given for each of the eleven experi-
ments. In addition, average peak-hour delays are given for
the most commonly occurring runway use (arrivals on Runways 28L
and 28R, and departures on Runways IL, 1R, and 28R) in VYR
and IFR weather. These results are also shown graphically
in Figure 1.

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, under the do-nothing (1977)
ATC scenario, annual delays increased 26% from 2.1 minutes
in 1977, to 3.6 minutes in 1982, and 5.6 minutes in 1987.

Review of the detailed computer output for the 1977 delay
results showed that about 40% of the total annual delays took
place in VFR weather (which occurs more than 92% of the year)
and about 60% took place in IFR weather (which occurs less
than 8% of the year).

Delays increase by about 70% in 1982 if no improvements are
made and with no ATC scenario change. If both the 1982 near-
term improvements package at the 1982 ATC scenario were
implemented, delays would change very little from 1977 (even
though demand has increased).

By 1987, the amount of average annual delay per aircraft is
highly dependent on which near-term improvements are imple-
mented and which ATC scenarios occur.

In both the 1987 improvement package and the 1987 ATC
scenario are implemented, average annual delays are estimated
to be as low as 1.2 minutes--a savings of about 4.4 minutes

* per aircraft when compared with the do-nothing scenario (if
2 mile separations are achieved; 3.4 minutes i! 2-1/2 mile

* separations are achieved).

2%dtT,- 7-7--*
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The operational constraints imposed by the noise abatement
procedures has the following affects (assuming ATC scenarios
improve as appropriate).

Noise Abatement Delay Level With
Year Policy Delay Level No Operating Constzaints

1977 2.1 1.7
1982 2.4 1.6
1987 1.2 0.9

The average delay (total delay) to aircraft in delay for the
noise abatement procedures is 0.4 (140,000) minutes in 1977,
0.8 (310,000) minutes in 1982 and 0.3 (125,000) minutes in
1987.

A
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CALIBRATION RESULTS
Lambert-St. Louis International Airport

1630-1730 1730-1830

Arrival flow rates
Field data 30 32
Calibrated model 31 31

Departure flow rates
Field data 45 41
Calibrated model 46 40

Average-fix-to-threshold travel times
Field data 16.5 17.5
Calibrated model 17.2 16.9

Average threshold-to-car travel times
Field data 2.4 2.4
Calibrated model 2.4 2.5

Average gate-to-roll travel times
Field data 9.2 7.4

Calibrated model 8.5 8.4

* The calibration period is from 1630 to 1830 on March 21, 1979.

The operating configuration included arrivals and departures on 12L/R.

', j
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I P. M. M.. CO.

I

Proposed Experimental Design Process to be discussed by
C. F. Booth of American Airlines at the next Task Force
Meeting.

1
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Questions Raised by Glenn Bales

II. NAFEC Technical Plan

Question: Is the Airfield Simulation Model sensitive to the
flight directions of aircraft?

Response: Yes, the model is sensitve to flight directiions
through the aircraft separation inputs. Specific
runway and fix separation requirements can be input
to the model. Thus, by inputting different
separations for different runway-fix combinations,
different directions can be modelled. For example,
the crossover departure environment at Los Angeles
International Airport is simulated using this
approach.

Question: Is the Airfield Simulation Model sensitive to air-
space constraints including sector capacity?

Response: Yes, using the same methodology as described above.
Here, different separations for different sectors
are input. Sector capacity problems have been
simulated for LaGuardia Airport and John F. Kennedy
International Airport by implementing this technique.

Question: Is the Airfield Simulation Model sensitive to the
interactions of parallel runway operations?

Response: Yes, through the same separation specification
techniques as done in flight directives. Besides
simulating normal close parallel operations at
Atlanta, Denver, Los Angeles, New York, and
San Francisco, previous task forces at Atlanta,
Denver, and New York have evaluated staggered
approaches to close parallel runways.

Question: Is the Airport Simulation Model sensitive to the
impact of satellite operations?

Response: Yes, using this same separation input as simulated
in sector capacity problems. Interactions between
New York airports have been simulated.

Question: Is the Airport Simulation Model sensitive to run-
way crossing delays?

Rbsponse: Yes, through the use of the runway crossing data
inputs.

.
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Questions/Glenn Bales (continued) 2

October 1979

if an aircraft is about to taxi across an active
runway, the model performs certain checks in accord-
ance with ATC procedures to determine if it is safe
for the aircraft to cross. Priority is always given
to aircraft operating on the runway. If delays to
taxiing aircraft become too large, the model increases
arrival aircraft spacings on final approach to allow
taxiing aircraft to cross. The length of delay to
the taxiing aircraft at which the interarrival spacing
is increased and the desired interarrival spacing
(minutes) must be specified.

Question: Can apron/gate operations be simulated?

Response: Yes, provided that the following additional data
from the Task Force is supplied:

0 Specific airline gate assignments.

o Gate locations and sizing

0 Aircraft service times

This data should be readily available and has been

supplied at other task force efforts.

111. Data Package No. 1

a. Question: What function do the random seeds serve?

Response,: Each seed simulates a single days airfield
operation given the inputs into the model.
The output is averaged across all random
seeds. Thus, if 10 seeds are input, the
output is an average of 10 days of variation
in operation.

b. Question: What is the calibration period and how
was it selected?

wResponse: The calibration period is a two-hour period
from 1630 hours to 1830 hours. Data for
longer calibration periods was not collected
due to time and cost limitations.

co Question: Why are three standard deviations used?

Response: Three standard deviations were originally

selected by the Model Validation Group and
maybe changed by the Task Force.
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Questions/Glenn Bales (continued) 3
October 1979

d. Question: Why do departure-departure separations vary
from those used in the capacity study?

Response: These new values were developed by FAA
headquarters.

e. Question: Will the model be calibrated for IFR conditions?

Response: No, due to time and cost constraints. How-
ever, delay analyses will be performed in IFR
in conformance with the experimental design.

f. Question: Why are arrival occupancy times different from
those used in the capacity study?

Response: Those values were observed in the field data
collection process and can be changed by the
Task Force.

g. Question: What constitutes departure runway occupancy
and how is it used?

Response: Departure runway occupancy is defined to be
the time from the beginning of departure
roll to lift-off and 6,000 feet down the runway.
This input defines runway occupancy for
the purposes of determining the time that the
runway is considered to be occupied. other
runway operations must satisfy separate separa-
tion requirements as input into the model.

h. Question: Why are gate service times. "not applicable to
calibration"?

Response: The field data collection process for calibra-
tion only traced aircraft to apron areas and
not to specific gates. Therefore, gate
operations are not simulated during the calibra-
tion. However, gate service times can be
included during experiments.

AL
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LIMITATIONS OF AIRFIELD SIMULATION MODEL

o 30 Airlines

o Fixed Taxiway Routes

o 5 Active Runways

o No Dynamic Reallocation of Arrival
Aircraft

o 1400 Taxiway Routes

o 10 Runways Crossing Links

o Limited Dynamic Reallocation of Aircraft
to Gates

o 40 Exit Taxiways

o 30 Gates Per Airline

1
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Data Report, Support to St. 1au.s T .k 1-crce Airport Capacity and
Delay Studies, Ground/Airborne Sc_!na-;os. NAFEC Project No. 012-101-20-'.

The purpose of this report is to provide the St. Louis Task Force Study
Team with the most frequently used arrival and departure operational
traffic scenarios for the Lnambert - St. Louis International Airport (STL).

This report is presented in three parts. The first part is a phylical
description of the STL Airport and its ground operations. The '.zecnd
part is an overview of the approach control procedures. Thepthird part
describes the selected airborne and ground scenarios.

This report presents scenarios for arrivals and departures for the following
selected runway configurations:

Configuration No. I Arrive 30L and 30R

Depart 30L and 30R

Configuration No. 2 Arrive IZL and lZR

Depart 1ZL and lZR

Selection of these configurations was made based upon frequency of use of
various runway configurations. Discussion in this report is limited to
',nly the above listed configurations.

I!
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A. .Airoort Env.:oninent

The Laxmbert-St. Louis internation-alAirport'has tA o- northwest/southeast

r-nways, IZL/R, 30L/R, and two diagonal runways 6/24 and 17/35.

Configuration of the runway layouL resembles the letter "A" and is bowl

shape4, with elevation of the approach end of runway on the south side

of the airport being IS to 35 feet higher than the opposite ends of the

runways. The distance between the northwest/southeast runways is 1125 feet

(1300' betveen centerlines). Runways IZR, 30L and 24 are equipped with

Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) and runway 6 is served by a localizer

back course approach. Runway 24 has the lowest approach minimums

(200 and 1/2).

The passenger terminal is located south of runway IZR!30L,. between runways

6/25 and 17/35, and has 43 gates. Two general aviation facilities are available:

Midcoast Aviation - located south of runway IZR/30L, east of runway 17/35

and Rockwell Aviation - located north of runway lZ/L3OR east of runway

IT/3'5. Missouri National Guard Aircraft and facilities are located on the

west end of the passenger term inal ramp. The McDonnell Douglas aircraft

and production line is located on the north side of the airport, paralleling

rlunway 6/24 (Figure 1).

-'e control towRTer (Fig-are 3) is designed to provide a maximum of seven

c .;-rationaI positions (2 local controllers, 2 ground controllers, flight

i.da-a, clearance delivery and tower coordinator). The predominaz't traffic

_ "t_,tilises SE/NW pArallel runways and under normal traffic conditions,

'-.-: ,!:s co:1solida,'ion of the local controllers, ground controllers, and
.It t i.h clcara-ce delivery. The tower coordinator serves as rhe

r-.rrary focal point -:or interface between t&e tower and TRACON. TRACON

position override is available at the local control positions for an immediate

exc ar.e- of :nformration.

Control of ground traffic is hampered in son _ areas of the east term.nal and

cargo rz..mps due to restricted visibility from the tow.ar. Formal noise

alaernnt prograrns have not been established at St. Louis, however an informal

or!:am has been irnplexnented that is applicable to all turbo-et aircraft dep-

ar!'4ng r ain-. ay 12L,'R between the hours of 2200 and 0600 local.

A nurnber of physical improvements are scheduled to be constructed between

April 1, 1979 and the end of the year. The scheduled improvernents (Figure 4)

are as hollows:

a. ":y-pass tax.i,vay approximately 600 feet west of 30L threshold
from ta-xiwav taxiway F.
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-. .' - >.x.: :," -.- ",.- -: ,: 1 ,-ay 3C:- threshold. (Taxi- vay P to 3CR

D~e-: -na=in of -eneral av-aticn ::-,.ay or :-.--a%- pavement (taxiway

F and/or P). This run..'- y wvould be used du-,in daylight VFR only

an- for r-t-parture only during arrivals on

g. Runway 0L exi taxiv;7v 400 Leet east of . .'24

h. Incr.-ase f1le. ,ad s on ex.t taxirvays fronrr r Y i iZR/30L

i. Increase separation from tax:-,y A to runvway IZR, west of runway 6/24

i.; To one-wav traffic lanes ic- tax--av A -etween runway 6/24 and 17/35
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St. Louis Anp.--zh Control has been delegated airspace Zor tc

IFR traffic w jThin a 32 ni radus of the St. Louis AS, from the surface ap
to and including 12, 000 feet (Figure 5). There are nine satellite airports
under the St. Louis jurisdiction:

Civic Memorial
" Bi-State Parks
$- Weiss

Spirit of St. Louis
-Ar-row head

'i -Creve Coeur
'• St.. Charles Municipal

St. Charles Smart
W' Washington Memorial

Eight of the nine satellite airports are located beneath the floor and within
tbe lateral lirni's of the St. Louis Terminal Control Area (Group 2).

The St. Louis delegated airspace is functionally subdivided to balance work-
--s, reduce cc,-rmplexity and to meet user demands. Subdivisions are

nor-ally northeast/sout hwvest of runway IZRI30L extended centerlines,
;elow the floor of the TCA and/or 5000' whichever is lower, and above 5000'

zhz.ough IZ, 000 feet.

- ' d tu--7boprop arrival aircraft above 6000 feet are routed via one of
-n:!:r psts (Figure 5),thence along a predefined corridor to an approach

or desce-: -iad-ant. P-opeller driven aircraft arriving St. Louis below
5X0 ,.. '. vectored by Low Altitude Control and normally given an approach
to = :ii-.arv 7-=.way.- Low AI:itude Control also acccrmnodates the satel!!te !
opera t".s, which includes practice approaches at satellite airports.

D.partihg a-ircraft are vectored through departure gates (Figure 5) that are
!-ppro--ate for the direction of flight. As i= the case of arrivals, turbojet
.nd turnprop a:ircraft remain above he floor of the TCA until exiting the

lateral 1.mits. The concept bting applied is the segregation of high and low
perfornca aircraft as much as practical-

Scott Air Force Base is located approxinately 28 nnmi southeast of Lambert-
St. Louis International .%irport. :raffic entering or exiting the Scott AFB
approach area on a course from approximately Z40 degrees clock,'.-se to
0Z0 degrees is handled by. the low altitude function of St. Louis approach
control. Radar handoffs are exchanged and communications transferred prior
to reaching the common boundary. Pre-determined routes and altitudes are
.;il'zed ,for eff'iciency.
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C. S_-2cred G-cUtndAirbcrne S-en.

. rd i -a7ti.n ::c - 1: Ar.riv als ar.- &;zartZr a. via. 3..." C

Traffic arriving over the four corner posts (Vogel, Kubik, Burck and

Foristell) is vectored by the arrival controller to a common point approxirnatell
ten miles southeast of the airport (Figure 7) using predened arrival corridors
After landing, aircraft are taxied to the appropriate ramps via taxi patterns
illustrated in Figure 8. Departures are taxied into position via patterns
illustrated in Figure 9 and alter departure are vectored by the Departure
Controller to appropriate departure gates as specified in the Kansas City'
Center7St. Louis Tower Letter of Agreement (Figure 7).

Configuration No. Z: Arrivals and departures via runway lZL/R corner
posts and departure gates are the same as in Configuration No. I. Airborne
procedures are illustrated in Figure 10 while taxi patterns are illustrated
in Figure. 11 (arrivals) and Figure 1Z (departtures).
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